Meeting held at Winnellie Park on Sunday, 21 June 2020

WEATHER: Fine        TRACK: Good
Stewards: E Berry (Chief Steward), E Harper
Veterinary Surgeons: J Eastley
Lure Driver: S McGowan

REDECLARATION OF WEIGHTS: Nil

SCRATCHINGS: Under R23, the following greyhounds will stand down for a period of 10 days through:
Injury: GUS THE WEAPON
Illness: Nil
Seasonal: Nil

LATE SCRATCHINGS: Race 4 - SUBLIME CHANCE

FINES:
G Scott - $20, no catcher, race 2, GREAT KNOCK
S Bolton - $20, no catcher, race 4, NORMA GRACE
S Bolton - $20, no catcher, race 4, PETE'S PUPPET

SATISFACTORY TRIALS: Nil

SUSPENSIONS: Nil

SAMPLES TAKEN: Race 5 - LILLY PILLY LASS

STEWARDS ADVICE: The following greyhounds were vetted and found not to be injured - CROCODILE FLOW, CRAIG'S MISTAKE, DARREN ALLEN and BIONIC GIRL

Race 1 - Best 8/312 - Best 8 - 7:01 PM
MILEEKA stumbled at the start. MILEEKA and FUSE BOX bumped near the driving tower. CANDY PAINT galloped on CROCODILE FLOW near the driving tower. JOE MAN checked the heels of CROCODILE FLOW near the driving tower. FUSE BOX checked the heels of CROCODILE FLOW shortly after. FUSE BOX checked the heels of JOE MAN on the home turn.

An examination of the greyhound CROCODILE FLOW after the race revealed that the greyhound had suffered no apparent injury.

RESULTS:
1: No.2 CANDY PAINT at 4.20
2: No.1 MILEEKA at 2.30
3: No.7 JOE MAN at 3.70

RUN ON: 2, 1, 7, 4, 5, 8
MARGINS: 3 1/4, 2, head, 1, 7 3/4
TIME/SPLITS: 18.72, 7.31-11.41

Race 2 - Grade 4/537 - Grade 4 - 7:24 PM
The greyhounds made an even start. CRAIG'S MISTAKE and GREAT KNOCK bumped on the first turn. MISS SLAB checked off the heels of CRAIG'S MISTAKE near the catching pen. CRAIG'S MISTAKE and MISS SLAB bumped in the back straight. MISS SLAB checked off the heels of CRAIG'S MISTAKE in the home straight.

An examination of the greyhound CRAIG'S MISTAKE after the race revealed that the greyhound had suffered no apparent injury.

RESULTS:
1: No.6 GREAT KNOCK at 4.40
2: No.4 CHOICE WAY at 1.80
3: No.2 CRAIG'S MISTAKE at 5.30

RUN ON: 6, 4, 2, 8
MARGINS: 1/2head, 11 1/4, 1 1/4
TIME/SPLITS: 32.47, 5.41-12.57

Race 3 - Mixed M/5/312 - Mixed M/5 - 7:44 PM
The greyhounds made an even start. PIZZA TOOL and QUETZALLI bumped shortly after the start. AEROPLANE MILLY checked off the heels of WEEONA PADDY in the back straight. FLAMING MOE checked off the heels of JUNK YARD DIGGER near the driving tower. PIZZA TOOL checked off the heels of AIN'T NO TIME on the home turn. JUNK YARD DIGGER checked off the heels of WEEONA PADDY in the home straight.

RESULTS:
1: No.4 JUST BONNY at 6.80
2: No.6 QUETZALLI at 3.10
3: No.8 AIN'T NO TIME at 13.70

RUN ON: 4, 6, 8, 1, 5, 2, 7, 3
MARGINS: 1 3/4, 2 1/4, 1 1/2, 1 1/4, 4 1/2, 2 1/4, head
TIME/SPLITS: 18.53, 7.29-11.24

Race 4 - Mixed Grade 5, Maiden & Juv./312 - Mixed Grade 5, Maiden & Juv. - 8:04 PM
The greyhounds made an even start. PETE'S PUPPET checked off the heels of JUGGLIN' JAKE in the back straight. REAL HEAT checked off the heels of SMILEY'S REVENGE in the back straight. AGENT TAZ checked off the heels of SMILEY'S REVENGE in the back straight. NORMA GRACE and AGENT TAZ bumped near the driving tower. PETE'S PUPPET checked off the heels of JUGGLIN' JAKE near the driving tower. PETE'S PUPPET checked off the heels of JUGGLIN' JAKE on the home turn. PETE'S PUPPET checked off the heels of JUGGLIN' JAKE shortly after. JUGGLIN' JAKE checked off the heels of AUNTY CHRIS in the home straight.

RESULTS:
1: No.1 AUNTY CHRIS at 2.30
2: No.8 JUGGLIN' JAKE at 5.60
3: No.5 PETE'S PUPPET at 9.30

RUN ON: 1, 8, 5, 4, 3, 7, 2
MARGINS: 1, neck, 2 3/4, 1/2, 1 3/4, 3 1/2
TIME/SPLITS: 18.91, 7.48-11.43

Race 5 - Grade 5/537 - Grade 5 - 8:20 PM
The greyhounds made an even start. ZIPPING AMY and SIBLING bumped shortly after the start. NO STRESS and GALLOPING EDDIE bumped shortly after the start. SIBLING and WEEONA WENDY bumped shortly after the start. NO STRESS checked off the heels of ZIPPING AMY on the first turn. NO STRESS and SIBLING bumped shortly after. GALLOPING EDDIE checked off the heels of LEMON DROP entering the catching pen. GALLOPING EDDIE checked off the heels of LEMON DROP entering the back straight. GALLOPING EDDIE checked off the heels of LEMON DROP shortly after.

RESULTS:
1: No.2 LILLY PILLY LASS at 93.20
2: No.1 NON PLUSSED at 1.50
3: No.6 ZIPPING AMY at 12.80

RUN ON: 2, 1, 6, 8, 3, 7, 4, 5
MARGINS: 1 3/4, 1 3/4, neck, 2 1/2, 4 1/4, neck, 5 1/4

The greyhounds made an even start. AGENT NAT and EL DONBERTO bumped shortly after the start. OUTLAW ARNHEM checked off the heels of RUN SUN shortly after the start. EL DONBERTO checked off the heels of COCO JUMBO shortly after the start. COCO JUMBO checked off the heels of OUTLAW ARNHEM shortly after the start. AIN'T NO ONE checked off the heels of UNO SLIPPER near the catching pen. AGENT NAT checked off the heels of AIN'T NO ONE entering the back straight. COCO JUMBO checked off the heels of CROCODILE BOLT entering the back straight. COCO JUMBO checked off the heels of RUN SUN shortly after. EL DONBERTO checked off the heels of AIN'T NO ONE in the back straight. OUTLAW ARNHEM checked off the heels of AGENT NAT near the driving tower. AIN'T NO ONE checked off the heels of CROCODILE BOLT on the home turn. RUN SUN checked off the heels of COCO JUMBO on the home turn. CROCODILE BOLT and AIN'T NO ONE bumped in the home straight. CROCODILE BOLT and AIN'T NO ONE bumped shortly after.

RESULTS:
1: No.4 UNO SLIPPER at 12.80
2: No.6 COCO JUMBO at 3.40
3: No.3 EL DONBERTO at 3.70

RUN ON: 4, 6, 3, 1, 5, 8, 7, 2
MARGINS: 3/4, 1 3/4, 3 1/2, 1/2head, 1/2, 3/4, 1 1/4
TIME/SPLITS: 22.94, 11.29-11.65

Race 7 - Mixed M/5/383 (1) - Mixed M/5 - 8:57 PM
The greyhounds made an even start. EIGHT JABIRU'S checked off the heels of NAK FACTOR entering the back straight. AIN'T NO BODY and NAK FACTOR bumped in the back straight. NAK FACTOR and EIGHT JABIRU'S bumped in the back straight. NAK FACTOR and EIGHT JABIRU'S bumped on the home turn.

An examination of the greyhound DARREN ALLEN after the race revealed that the greyhound had suffered small laceration. As a result of this injury, DARREN ALLEN was suspended from racing for zero days.

RESULTS:
1: No.5 RINGBARK LANA at 4.70
2: No.1 SUNSET LICORICE at 6.20
3: No.3 JAMIE MARIE at 6.60

Unplaced Fav: EIGHT JABIRU'S at 2.70

RUN ON: 5, 1, 3, 7, 8, 4, 2, 6
MARGINS: 4, 3 1/4, 1 3/4, 2 1/4, 1, 4, 2
TIME/SPLITS: 22.59, 11.29-11.65

Race 8 - Mixed 4/5/312 - Mixed 4/5 - 9:20 PM
NIGHT CHARM and THREE SIX SUITED was slowest away. NIGHT CHARM and THREE SIX SUITED bumped near the driving tower. SPIRIT BAR checked off the heels of RITTO'S HANGER near the driving tower. KABO'S WINLOCK and TIARA'S MISS bumped near the driving tower. RITTO'S HANGER checked off the heels of MINOR DETAILS near the driving tower. MINOR DETAILS and SPIRIT BAR bumped on the home turn. THREE SIX SUITED and RITTO'S HANGER bumped on the home turn. SPIRIT BAR checked off the heels of TIARA'S MISS on the home turn. SPIRIT BAR checked off the heels of MINOR DETAILS shortly after.

RESULTS:
1: No.7 HOOK ALONG POPPY at 5.50  
2: No.2 KABO'S WINLOCK at 13.00  
3: No.1 NIGHT CHARM at 5.10  
Unplaced Fav: SPIRIT BAR at 1.80

RUN ON: 7, 2, 1, 3, 8, 4, 5, 6  
MARGINS: 2 3/4, 3/4, 4 1/4, 3 1/4, 2, head, 1
TIME/SPLITS: 18.42, 7.28-11.14

Race 9 - Best 8/383 - Best 8 - 9:35 PM
The greyhounds made an even start. JESSIE QUICK and PRIOR WARNING bumped entering the back straight. AEROPLANE ROSE and EIGHT JEWELS bumped in the back straight. PRIOR WARNING and EIGHT JEWELS bumped near the driving tower. SPIRIT MONELLI checked off the heels of JESSIE QUICK near the driving tower. PRIOR WARNING checked off the heels of EIGHT JEWELS on the home turn. SPIRIT MONELLI checked off the heels of EIGHT JEWELS on the home turn. PRIOR WARNING checked off the heels of SPIRIT MONELLI in the home straight.

RESULTS:
1: No.5 GO BRANDI at 4.50  
2: No.1 SUNSET SHERBET at 5.80  
3: No.2 AEROPLANE ROSE at 4.80

RUN ON: 5, 1, 2, 4, 7, 6, 3, 8  
MARGINS: 1 3/4, 1/2head, 2 3/4, 1 1/4, 2, 3/4, 1 1/4
TIME/SPLITS: 22.49, 11.08-11.41

Race 10 - Mixed M/5/383 (2) - Mixed M/5 - 9:50 PM
The greyhounds made an even start. BIONIC GIRL checked off the heels of LOCK IN shortly after the start. AIR SAVAGE checked off the heels of BIONIC GIRL entering the back straight. MALITA MAGAZINE checked off the heels of LOCK IN entering the back straight. AIR SAVAGE checked off the heels of MALITA MAGAZINE in the back straight. PETE'S KITCHEN checked off the heels of MALITA MAGAZINE near the driving tower. PETE'S KITCHEN and CAWBOURNE SASHA bumped on the home turn. CAWBOURNE SASHA checked off the heels of PETE'S KITCHEN shortly after. PETE'S KITCHEN checked off the heels of MALITA MAGAZINE on the home turn. COSTLY GIRL checked off the heels of PETE'S KITCHEN on the home turn. CAWBOURNE DIXIE and CAWBOURNE SASHA raced wide on the home turn. PETE'S KITCHEN checked off the heels of MALITA MAGAZINE in the home straight.

An examination of the greyhound BIONIC GIRL after the race revealed that the greyhound had suffered no apparent injury.

RESULTS:
1: No.1 AIR SAVAGE at 1.60  
2: No.6 LOCK IN at 6.90  
3: No.3 BIONIC GIRL at 4.90

RUN ON: 1, 6, 3, 2, 4, 5, 8, 7  
MARGINS: 1/2head, 1, 5, 1 1/4, neck, 1, 3/4
TIME/SPLITS: 23.01, 11.29-11.72